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Since the &amsum spectrum peak corresponding
to the direct signal (P%) is typically biased by
n“ltipath o“ the side of the peak towards the
m“ltipath (i.e., at angles 1.ss than that of the
direct signal), estimators which primarily rely on
the less distorted portion of F% (i.e., that at
angles above the direct signal) seem sensible. tio
such estimators are considered here:
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N - no. of aperture samples
spacing i“ wavelengths
BW = standard beamwidth (= l/N6)
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(c)

6 = element

The phase* a“d log amplic.de at each element are
digitized (0.7dB gra””larity i. amplitude a“d 2“
i“ phase) a“d stored o“ magnetic tape. me helicopter range is d.temi”ed from the L band signal
while the elevation angle is mea~”red by digitizing the manually controlled optical theodolite
PO.ftiO. (8....l.ritY ‘0.04”). Look-up table. fOr
log amplifiers a“d phase detectors are obtained
before a“d follovi”g each meas”rema”t seq”e”ce by
injecting si$”als at IF with various acten”ations
a“d phase shifts. Ante... collimation is mal”tained by injecting rf calibr,tie” signals at each
element of the array a“d by “si”g a rf design
which minimizes eha”ges in electrical le”gch d“.
to temperature.
The helicopter flight profiles typically
consisted of vertical ascentsldesce”ts along e
given radial at distances of 0.5 to 1.0 mi from
the gro””d ante””.. This permitted the terrain
along the radial to be measured a“d modeled in
detail for correlation with the MLS propagation
model. BY using relatively .10.e ...ge.. . high
Sm was obtained (typically 30 dB). Measurements
at longer ranges (e.g., 2 “mi) showed mt”imal
variation i“ the received signal characteristics
at a give” elevation angle.

111. ANGLE EST1MTION TECHNIQUES
Several of the angle estimation tech”iq”es
can b motivated by reference to the angular P.M.,
.pectra discussed i“ the compa”io. paper [3]:

(.)

the naxim”m entropy (tlE)cecb”iq”e based
estimator takes the largest peak in the
~ pow.. sp..t.~ at pO.itive el.v.tiOn
angles co be tbe angle of che direct
It he. been shorn by Lang [5}
si~”al.
that this estimator closely approaches
the performa”ce of the t.“e maximum likelihood estimator when the received signal
consists of two plane waves in noise. ~,,~~

(b)

co”ventlenal ““11 seeking mo”oP.18c (Cl!)
systems can b viewed as determi”i”g the
peak .f che beams.m (BS) power

*

the ~S
“single edse”’ flare processor
which “s.s a delay a“d compare
(SEP)
technique to locate a Kive” slope of the
PKd [61. The point used typically is 6dB
to 9dB below the “omfnal peak of x(O).

.(d) the off-boresight monop”lse (OBM) techni4ue [7] which utilizes the fact that
when only a direct ,isnal is pre,e”t at
an81e ed and 8 i, within 1 beamwidth of
‘d,
.(e) s 4(e)/z(e) - (N6) (E+d)
(1)
so that c,“e can estimate e, without oOi.ti.8 the
array at ed.
With a“ “of”f-boresight”elevation
tracker 8 is constrained cs b > 0.7/N6and (1) is
used to estimate Od if the last estimate of ed ‘s
This keeps the main lobes
less than 0.7/N6.
of Z(e) and A(e) pointed .boveet&
cerrai” a“d
thus significantly reduces the.!errors due to
m“ltipath signals at elevation ansle$ below ed
.
[1].
At low elevation ansles, it may not be possible to preve”c the mai”lobes of A(8) from illuminating the ground. tJ.White [8] has s“ssesced
“se of a double null mo”op”lse (DNN) in which the
difference pattern has a “.11 both at @ a“d at the
expected angle of the m“ltfpath (--e). The error
metric s(8) for Wbite~s “onop”lse estimator has a
.“11 at 6=9 when only the direct signel is present and wden the multipath is present at -8d.
Good results have bee” reported for this esci”ator
over sea and desert terrain [81.
Our software inpleme”tatio”,of these various
tech”iq”es closely parallels the various references cited above. The $(9) used for the C!4,SEF,
a“d OBN techniques was a Dolph-Cheby,chev (DC)
d.sign with -20dB (-30dB for SEP) sidelobes.
The A(8) used for 01 a“d OBM was the derivative of
a -40dB sidelobe DC design (this had a peak sideThe Z(e) and A(e) patter”. used
lobe of -22dB).
for.Dml were according to the pre.cripcio” i“ [8].
It was found,,
that the residual array and q“a”tization errors’’i”creasedthe s“all array X(e) side.-Y06.s enough such that the SEP threshold would
have to correspond to -6dB point on the
nominal Z(8) patter”.
Fig. 2 shows the simulation re.”its Eor the
vari”.s angle estimation techniques for a sit,gle
m“ltipath signal of relative amplit!,dcP-0.9 at
angle Om when the direct signal is at ei = 0.5}li1.
with 30dB elem.”t SNR. Both 0“ a“d 180 relative

relative to the bottom element of the array
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phase co”ditio”s are shown since these two bound
the errors at other relative phases. The ~ technique appears to give the best performance over
the range of ar,
gles with the SEP and Dm tech“iq”es a close second.
IV. NSASUKSD MSULTS
Here we will she” some L-band a“d C-band
field measurement results.
As mentioned in
Section 11. the C-band result. were obtained with
a 10-element 14.3k array while tbe L-bari~results
were obtained with a 5-element 6,5A arra$.
The
a“g”lar error shorn i“ the follo”i”g figures is
the difference between estimated angle a“d the
theodolite tracking angle at that particular moment. ~eref ore, it is understood that the a“gular error also i“cludas the possible theodolite
tracking error. The theodolite tracking error is
expected to be .“ the order of O.1° for the measurements described be...
Fig. 3 shows the errors for the various techniques as a f“”ction of elevation angle for a test
me terrain here
at L.c. W“s.om firport, ~ss.
is nominally flat with grass over.
We see Chat
in general all techniques excePt the SEF have
similar performance for E >1 beamwidth (BW), where
8d is the target heli.op@er elevati.” .ngl,. The
maximnm angular error (A8 ma.) is about 0.07 BW,
except the SEP which shows larger error of’ O.12
Bw. For 1 EW > @ > 0.5 BW , it appears that the
!lE, DW
a“d
&M
tecbmiq”es yield smaller
with the m
technique
error (A6 =x ,- 0.08 BW),
having the b-t performance around ed - 0.5 BW .
For Ed < 0.5 BW, cbe ~ technique appears to give
the best perfor”a”ce with the .“s”1., error similar to that obse~
1“ the higher elevation
angles.
The larger a“g”lar error in the L-band
results (Fig. 3b), especially with the m technique, probably is d“e to the i“s”fficie”t sensor
samples (only 5 signal samples available for the
L-band versus 10 for the C-band).
Fig. 4 shows the errors for the various tech“iq”es as a function of elevation angle for a test
at the Ft. Devens, )tiss.golf course. This terrain is rolling with closely cropped grass, as to
yield specular reflections at several elevation
angles. 1“ general, the amsular errors are larser
for the rolling terrain h.re than those previously
observed for the “ear-flat terrain. A2s0, the
omall “umber of sensor samples has a more prono””ced effect on the L-band angle estimation
accuracy here, especially with the ~ Cccbnique,
tba” previously observed for the “ear-flat eerrain.
This is thought reasonable, since the
m.ltipath environment was found to be more complicated for this rolling terrain than for the “earflat terrain [3]. For the C-band result (Fig. 4a)

ts
*The small “umber of L-band array eleme!,
necessitated “si”s a two-pole model for the ME
technique, whereas the observed angular spectra,
i“ some cases, woctldrequire at lest a four-pole
model.
Co”seq”ently, the ~ L-band errors are
greater than would have bee” the case with a
greater number of elements withl. the overall 6.5A
aperture.

which was obtained with a larger n.mber of sensor
samples, we ..” see that again the N8 tech”iq”e
aPPe.rs t. yfeld tbe best performe””ce,,SPeCi.llY
for 9 < 1 Bw.
The m
a“g”lar errors (AO ~ax)
are a# ound 0.07 to 0.1 BW, except for o“e isolated
elevation angle (9 . 4.0V) where all techniques
show a large ang”~ar error (. 0.15 Bw).
Asaln
the SEP gives much larger a“g”lar error the” the
other techniques, as we previ.”.ly observed. ~is
greater error for sEP i. believed t. .ri,e frOm
the SEP sensitivity to sidelobe multipath.

v.

SWRY

0.r preliminary results from applying five
differeat elevation angle estimation techniques to
several identical data sees, botb synthetic and
field measured, indicated that the ~ technique
based estimator seemed to yield the best performa~C,
if a s“fficie”t number of sensor samples was
available.
The observed mxin”n an~ular errors
were aro””d 0.07 to 0.1 beam”fdths for tbe target
elevation angles from 2 beamwidths dew” to about
0.3 beamwidths. The DNN and SEP appeared to work
much better than the CN or OBM for the sy”chetic
data cases.
However, in the field meas”reme”t
results, the DNN a“d OBN seemed to give similar
Performance and tbe SEP performed notably poorer
than the other optimized elevation angle estimation tech”iq”es.
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Fig. 3. Hanscm AFB meas”rme”t:
terrain.
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Aperture sampling experimental configuration.
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Fig. 4. Fort Devens golf course measurement:
rolling terrain.!
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